Neti - Russia's largest outsourcing company
by the decisions of Microsoft Dynamics AX and NAV.
We work with large companies and partners
of Microsoft Dynamics Russia, the U.S., Britain and Israel.
Our services are standardized:
- Development with the ready technical task
- Professional support (2nd and 3rd Line Support)
- Upgrade to the new version of Microsoft Dynamics AX and NAV
- Installation of ready modules (packaged solutions)

www.i-neti.com
òåë.: +1-646-373-2444

More than 50 clients
10 years of total experience
Our business - support of embedded systems and outsourcing.
This specialization allows you to keep low prices with high quality.
25 professionals - developers and consultants, the experience of 5 + years. 80% of our
developers have the qualification of leading developers.
All sectors: manufacturing, retail trade (retail), distribution, services, energy, hotel service
and hospitality services.
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Low rate - from $35 per hour. 5% discount for prepayment. Bonus watch as a gift every year.
Our customers confirm: Neti services comparable to the cost of their own employees with taxes and
maintenance of the workplace. In this case, you do not pay for downtime, and can always adjust the
amount of services.
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The highest level of interaction with the customer: quick response to requests, the availability
throughout the day, monitoring the progress of work through system JIRA.
You may say, "But our expert is always there in the next room." Our answer is: "Communication on
Skype over the internet in 90% of cases successfully replace personal meetings."
We are different from freelancers on time and the convenience of calculation. In the absence of the
developer it is replacing another. Agreement on confidentiality gives you peace of mind, it is our
reputation in the market.
We work with all versions of AX 2.5-2012, NAV 3.6-2009
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Your team, send us your request in the form of simple requirements or technical specifications - we
connect the right people and at the outlet you get a ready-made solution.

Only some feedback from our customers
(more reviews on our website - www.i-neti.com)

Duplina Tatiana (Dynamics NAV)

Leo Kargashinsky (Dynamics AX)

Head of FDO "MPO. Rumyantsev"

Head of the Department of Information
Management of IT Systems Ltd. "Pronto-Moscow”

"Programmers, with whom we work have
enough programming experience, different
high capacity for work, care,
tasks performed - always. “

"The modern approach to support Dynamics
coupled with high skills and moderate
value allows us to implement the ideas and objectives,
accumulated over the past few years. “

Questions?
Call!
Write to us:

+1-646-373-2444
info@i-neti.ru

More information can be found on our website - www.i-neti.com
Doubt? Rate our work - we will perform the first task for you for free.

